
Hand-out #28

(Goetchius 48-50)

1. Pronoun

formally : an item that inflects for number, case (and gender)

functionally : an item that can fill the slot of a nominal.

2. Kinds of pronouns (adjectives):  Demonstrative , Indefinite, Intensive (Goetch 

Emphatic), Interrrogative , Personal , Possessive, Reflexive, Reciprocal , Relative .

(DIIIPPRRR or rearranged DRIPRIPIR)

3. Adverbs (see Hand-out #19)

4. Formal characteristics of the Vocative

a. Only masc. + fem. sg. are affected

b. Uses bare stem (since no case-role is specified)

c. Accent often retracts

d. Bib. Greek often uses (art.+) nominative

5. Syntactic use of case forms, sg. and pl. (prototypical role underlined)

a. Nom:    subj of vb    , (adjectival), adverbial

b. Gen : (obj of vb), obj of prep,    adjectival   , adverbial

c. Dat :    indir obj of vb    , obj of prep, (adjectival), adverbial

d. Acc: (subj of vb),     obj of vb    , obj of prep, (adjectival), adverbial

6. Optative (cf. Hand-outs ##22, 25 and 26)

a. Formally : an item that inflects for person , number , mood , voice, aspect

1) Uses Secondary endings (except for -mi)
2) Effectively limited to Durative and Punctiliar (Aspect , NOT Tense)

3) Stem formative (when used) is -o- or -a- throughout paradigm

4) Mood formative is -i- (-ie- in 3 pl act) (with stem form.) or -ih- (without st. f.)

b. Functionally : a constituent that can fill the slot of verbal  in the predicate  of certain

non-declarative  sentences

1) Independent use:  optative (i.e. wish) sentence

apodosis of Type A 3 condition

potential sentence (expressing strong contingency) =    apodosis   

of a Type A 3 condition (note a[n) (Goetchius §387 [2])

2) Dependent use: protasis of Type A 3 condition

potential sentence (expressing strong contingency) =     protasis

of a Type A 3 condition (note eij) (Goetchius §387 [3])

certain subordinate clauses in secondary sequence (Goetchius §387 [4])

c. A formation to watch out for: luvsai 3 sg punct act opt of luvw
lu'sai punct act infin of luvw
lu'sai 2 sg punct m/p imper of luvw


